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PRACTICE SUMMARY 

 
OPINION OF VALUE COMPLETION DATE 
 
ASKING PRICE 

 
April 6, 2021 
 
$560,000 

 
OPINION OF VALUE 
 
 

 
$513,014 
 
 

GROSS COLLECTIONS 2020     -   $734,388 
2019     -   $717,218  
2018     -   $780,118 
2017     -   $756,424 
 
 

ADJUSTED NET INCOME 
 
 

$259,665 

OVERHEAD PERCENTAGE 
 
 

65.4% 

TRANSITION TYPE 
 
 

Practice Purchase 

FACILITY 6 operatories 
Approximately 4,000 square feet 
 
 

CURRENT FACILITY OWNER Monopoly LLC 
Available for sale 
 

CURRENT PRACTICE OWNER 
 
 
BUSINESS ENTITY 

Dr. John J. Smith, DMD 
 
 
S-Corp 
 
 

PATIENT BASE Fee For Service – 51% 
Insurance – 47% 
Medicaid – 2% 

   
  

New Patients – Approximately 11 per month 
2020 Total- 119 seen 
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Practice Pros/Cons/Open Questions: 

Pros: 

• The practice has achieved its results with only 1.5% of collections spent on advertising – 
indicating that new patient flow is relatively sustainable and the practice isn’t likely to be 
dependent on high advertising budgets or gimmicky sales techniques to bring new patients in 
the door. This makes it marginally more likely that a new owner could increase new patient 
metrics by simply investing slightly more in marketing and advertising and seeing a good return 
on dollars invested. Practices that spend <1% of collections on advertising are generally 
considered to be in “maintenance mode” with respect to reputation and attracting new 
patients. Practices collecting between 1-4% are a little more aggressive with new patient 
acquisition, with practices spending more than 4% considered “very aggressive” in bringing new 
patients into the practice. 

• Hygiene production is 24% of total practice production, a strong number that indicates high 
patient loyalty and likely speaks to plenty of untreated dentistry for a buyer to inherit. A buyer 
should always verify which procedures are coded to hygiene during due diligence to check the 
validity of these conclusions.  

• The current production mix is generally bread and butter offering a buyer a lot of flexibility to 
continue with the same strategy or potentially grow the practice by keeping some procedure 
referrals in house. 

• Outstanding accounts receivable are much lower than averages for practices this size, and 
indicate that the front desk has established and managed routines for collecting payments and 
reimbursements well and in a timely way, in general. 

• An active patient count of 1,910 people is a solid number for offices this size. It should be noted 
that definitions of “active” patients are notoriously difficult to define, and should be verified by 
a buyer during in-practice due diligence. Comparing the active patient count to the financial 
results of this practice is also an indicator of high patient retention. 

• Patient age range looks fairly typical and follows a roughly normal distribution and is not skewed 
towards one age demographic or another. 

• This office has average to above-average signage and visibility for patients who pass by, 
increasing the likelihood of a positive mental reputation and top-of-mind awareness. As a buyer 
is buying the goodwill of the business, a good location and visibility are the whipped cream on 
top of the financial goodwill. 

• Easley is generally considered a desirable area to live by a plurality of dentists (and patients) 
providing a demographic and potential economic tailwind to the business results of a practice. 
Put differently, people want to live here making it more likely that families, successful business 
and other helpful resources will be there to support the economics of this practice. 

 Cons: 

• The purchase price is slightly high relative to common valuation methods. Often this is indicative 
of a seller who places a higher value on their after-sale take home pay, than on the smooth 
transition from seller to buyer. This can also cause problems for a buyer with banks who may 
not be able to finance the entire price of the practice creating the possibility of negotiations 
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(and possible loss of goodwill with a seller), or a seller needing to carry part of the purchase 
price of the practice.  

• Collections are on the slightly lower end of normal dental practices. This is always an indicator of 
lower take-home pay for a buyer. Often time this can be a leading indicator of additional 
problems as well, many of which won’t be immediately visible to a buyer – high competition, a 
struggling reputation, toxic staff, unfavorable demographics, etc. 

• Adjusted overhead is 65.4%, roughly 3.7% higher than comparable benchmarks. This has two 
negative effects. First, this is probably the best indicator of a practice with below-average 
business goodwill for a buyer to purchase. Staff typically aren’t as good, processes and 
procedures are typically poorer or non-existent and competition is frequently higher. Second, 
high overhead lowers cash flow to a buyer, a theoretically reduces a seller’s valuation. In 
practice, however, many sellers don’t actually reduce their valuation setting up a scenario where 
a buyer has to decide whether or not to offer a ‘high’ price to get the practice. 

• Staff costs (including wages, payroll taxes and benefits) are well-managed at 33.9% compared to 
nationwide averages for well-run offices that run 28-30% of collections on average. This is 
particularly important for a buyer as it’s the largest expense of any dental practice. Additionally, 
staff costs are a difficult expense to change in the short- or even medium-term as most buyers 
seek to minimize change, especially around staffing, during a transition. 

• Lab and supply expenses look slightly high relative at 13.1% relative to nationwide averages at 
11-12% of collections. While this can be affected slightly by procedure mix, well-managed 
offices work hard to keep this number low indicating that perhaps this office is less well-
managed than the average office.  

• Total facility costs including rent, utilities, repairs and other miscellaneous building-related 
expenses are 10.9%, above the average of 7-8% of collections most dental practices in the US 
pay. While facility costs are the most geography-specific expenses of any dental practice, this 
rule of thumb holds surprisingly constant when compared to the amount of space dentist need 
in any given city. Additionally, this expense line is important as it’s nearly impossible to 
decrease, and will in fact almost certainly increase year after year as rents and real estate taxes 
increase – assuming the practice remains in the same location.  

• 4,000 sq/ft with 6 ops and other required areas is big relative to similar practices collecting in a 
similar range. While there is plenty of elbow room to work comfortably and to grow out the 
schedule aggressively, it could be argued that a buyer is overpaying for square footage not 
needed for anything beyond the doctor’s ego. 

• Average monthly new patients’ number is low and possibly indicative of a seller who has taken 
their foot off the gas of the practice in attracting new patients, and possibly other areas of 
running the business. 

• The current practice schedule of Monday-Friday decreases flexibility for a buyer relative to other 
acquisition options. This also decreases the relative flexibility to continue a 4-day workweek 
lifestyle choice or ability to grow the practice by expanding days/hours, since the schedule 
already incorporates some non-traditional days/times. 

• Online visibility (at least as important as physical visibility) is average to lower than average 
overall, with 11/11 positive Google reviews, and a handful of positive Health Grades and other 
reviews. This is generally a negative for a buyer who will need to invest time, energy and money 
into increasing online visibility. However, the website appears to be relatively modern in quality, 
inviting and easy to navigate. 
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• Staff tenure shows a strong bias towards newer team members, a possible indicator of an 
overall tougher office culture and decreasing the amount of staff goodwill transferred to a buyer 
while increasing the likelihood that a buyer will have a hurdle in changing behavior, if desired. 
Buyers typically find one of two types of staff difficult to manage in a transition – first, offices 
where everyone on staff has been in that office 15+ years and basically run everything without 
the input of the doctor, or second, offices where staff are all basically new and don’t know much 
about active patients and aren’t well-trained in high standards and procedures.  

• Speaking directly as someone who has reviewed thousands of dentist’s financial records, the 
quality of the information provided is generally high overall and better than average. However, 
the fact that the office does not yet have a 2020 tax document and they either don’t create or 
are withholding a P&L is a significant red flag. While it’s possible this is the work of one 
disorganized person and everything else is organized well, it’s more frequent to find that a 
practice with the financial information unorganized has everything else in the practice 
unorganized as well – hiring practices, procedures & training, time-off procedures, marking, etc.  

 

Open Questions: 

• Can we get a 2020 1120S or P&L? 
• What is your comfort level with the current office layout and floorplan? 
• Has an equipment rep catalogued and valued the current office equipment recently? Can we see 

the report? 
• How far out is the doctor booked out on the schedule? 
• How far out is hygiene booked on the schedule? 
• NOTES: 

o Seller indicated approximately 10% of practice income is attributed to Delta Premier. 
• ADJUSTMENT NOTES: 

o Lease adjustment reflects the yearly loan expense for the purchase of the building for 
$600,000 at 4.75% for 240 months. 

o Accounting & Legal adjustment reflects a more accurate representation over average 
fees for such services. 

o All other adjustments are seller-specific expenses. 
  

  



 
• P&L Adjustment Worksheet 

The purpose of this page is to compare annual financial results of the practice year over year. Additionally, the worksheet provides an opportunity to 
“back out” the tax-related expenses and get a true sense of the profitability of the office.  
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HOW WOULD A PATIENT PERCEIVE THIS PRACTICE ONLINE? 
No analysis of a practice would be complete without an assessment of the single most common way a 
practice is going to be looked at by patients - online. Location, accessibility, the street-side view of a practice, 
parking and other physical aspects of a practice are all important. But increasingly they are paling in 
comparison to the first thing a patient does to interact with your practice – pull out their phone or type you 
into their computer browser.  

Overall Website Evaluation – 4/5 

 

 

 

Subcategory Website Evaluation: 

1. First Impression – First impressions, done right, have the power to set the 
mood for the rest of the site. It draws them in rather than turns them away.  

2. Ease of Use – There’s nothing more annoying about a website than not 
being able to find the basics. Similarly, if the difference between the 
desktop and mobile versions of the webiste is jarring patients may just 
move on. 

3. Human Connection – Data pulled from dentists’ websites show that the 
number one clicked page is the “about us” page. People buy from people. 
Is there anything candid or that shows the personality of the office? 

4. Images of the Practice – What your practice looks like can be the driving 
factor behind whether or not a patient comes through your door. No one 
wants to be surprised. The pictures need to match reality. 

5. Personal Invitation – Possibly the most overlooked element of a great site 
is the simple act of inviting a patient into the practice. Does this website 
have a warm and sincere invitation prominent? 

Online Reviews:  

Online reviews are the embodiment of the psychological principle of ‘social proof’ or that we as humans tend to do the 
same thing other humans do, as it’s perceived to be the safe choice. A large number of positive online reviews is 
obviously a good thing. A low number (or none whatsoever) of online reviews could be either a positive or negative – 
negative in that patients haven’t had a lot to say about this office online and/or the staff isn’t trained to ask (or care!) 
what patients think about the practice. Positive in that it’s an increased amount of goodwill that’s transferring to a 
buyer, and it could be relatively easy to grow the practice with some focus on growing these numbers 

Google Reviews: 11 reviews- all 5 star ratings 

Can I book an appointment online? No, but appointment request is available 

Can I pay a bill online? No 
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GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

 
Practice analyses and projections directly show how the office in question has performed historically 
and how it will continue to perform should it continue to run in the same manner. However, each doctor 
is different. You each have different goals, priorities and thought processes. There is no such thing as a 
cookie cutter, one-size fits all practice. When you own your own practice, things will be different. 
Therefore, we feel it’s important to acknowledge and address how the practice you are looking at could 
do better under your direction and how it aligns with your goals. Truth be told, the majority of dentists 
are not savvy business-owners. To excel, all you need to do is be mediocre! If you can implement even 
just one new technique or procedure, you will be far above your colleagues. You can do this! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

MAP VIEW 5, 10 and 15 minute drive times

www.dentagraphics.com Page 2

Below is a map of your site, with the selected drive times overlaid. Pay attention to the neighborhoods
which fall inside of each ring and how that may a�ect your report.

© Mapbox © OpenStreetMap Improve this map

https://dentagraphics.com/
SAMPLE

https://dentagraphics.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/about/maps/
http://www.openstreetmap.org/about/
https://apps.mapbox.com/feedback/?owner=mapbox&id=streets-v10&access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoibGVzdGVyY2h1Z2hlcyIsImEiOiJjanNkaDFtZXMwdmFsNDlwM3c2NXZ5ZTduIn0.teuNKtWK7OHZ48ktM2eMUg


2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

SATELLITE VIEW 5, 10 and 15 minute drive times

www.dentagraphics.com Page 3

Below is a satellite view of your location, with the selected drive times overlaid. Pay particular attention to
land use (residential, commercial, industrial) and the density found in close proximity to your site.

© Mapbox © OpenStreetMap Improve this map © Maxar

https://dentagraphics.com/
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https://www.mapbox.com/about/maps/
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https://apps.mapbox.com/feedback/?owner=mapbox&id=satellite-v9&access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoibGVzdGVyY2h1Z2hlcyIsImEiOiJjanNkaDFtZXMwdmFsNDlwM3c2NXZ5ZTduIn0.teuNKtWK7OHZ48ktM2eMUg
https://www.maxar.com/


2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

DATA SUMMARY

Population Growth 2010-2019

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

9.38%9.01%9.60%
8.49%

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

Growth 2010-2019 8.49% 9.60% 9.01% 9.38%

Population Growth: As a measure of
the relative, current growth rate.
Measured from the most recent
Census to the year of the most
recently published data, this
percentage indicates the change in the
total number of people living within
each area. Demographic factors such
as income, education and age, which
are often associated with
gentri�cation, are not directly
measured by this input.

Population in Poverty

State 5 Miles 3 Miles 2 Miles

10.2%
13.8%12.6%

14.9%

  State 5 Miles 3 Miles 2 Miles

% Population in Poverty 14.9% 12.6% 13.8% 10.2%

Population in Poverty 159,454 5,002 2,655 467

Poverty Level: A measure of income
issued every year by the Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS).
Federal poverty levels are used to
determine your eligibility for certain
programs and bene�ts, including
savings on Marketplace health
insurance, and Medicaid and CHIP
coverage.

www.dentagraphics.com Page 4

Population Growth

Population in Poverty
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

DATA SUMMARY (continued)

Bachelor's Degree or Higher

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

64.2%

48.5%
42.7%

31.0%

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

Bachelor's Degree or Higher 31.0% 42.7% 48.5% 64.2%

High School Diploma or Less 35.1% 25.6% 24.2% 11.9%

Some College or Associate's Degree 33.9% 31.7% 27.3% 23.8%

Bachelor's Degree 21.3% 24.8% 26.5% 38.0%

Advanced Degree 9.6% 17.9% 21.9% 26.3%

Education Pro�le: Combined with
other demographic factors such as
income and age, education levels are a
key demographic consideration and
can be studied to understand market
segmentation, earning potential and
demand for care. Highly-educated
audiences are more likely to value their
dental health but less likely to require
restorative care. Only residents
twenty-�ve years of age and older are
counted so as to not skew �ndings in
younger markets.

Median Household Income

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

$99,248

$64,228$72,868
$53,386

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

Median Household Income $53,386 $72,868 $64,228 $99,248

Household Income $34,999 or Less 28.5% 22.0% 26.4% 16.8%

Household Income $35,000 - $74,999 30.2% 29.5% 31.1% 22.5%

Household Income $75,000 - $124,999 24.1% 28.4% 23.7% 25.2%

Household Income $125,000+ 17.3% 20.1% 18.9% 35.5%

Median Household Income: As a
measure of relative wealth. Depending
on your practice strategy, this may be
very important, or inversely important.
As the median, 50% of the households
earn less than the stated median, and
50% earn more.

www.dentagraphics.com Page 5

Educational Attainment

Median Household Income
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

DATA SUMMARY (continued)

Average Household Size

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

2.081.932.142.30

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

Average Household Size 2.30 2.14 1.93 2.08

Average Household Size: As a
measure of the relative number of
people per house. Typically, a higher
number indicates more children.
Because households will generally visit
the same provider, we assign a positive
correlation to Average Household Size
and an area's desirability.

Median Age

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

51.7
41.741.442.6

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

Median Age 42.6 41.4 41.7 51.7

0 - 11 Years of Age 13.6% 13.2% 11.3% 11.5%

12 - 17 Years of Age 7.1% 6.6% 5.4% 5.9%

18 - 24 Years of Age 8.9% 9.9% 12.5% 5.2%

25 - 34 Years of Age 13.1% 13.2% 14.1% 10.7%

35 - 64 Years of Age 38.2% 38.3% 36.3% 39.5%

65+ Years of Age 19.1% 18.8% 20.4% 27.2%

Median Age & Age Pro�le: As a
measure of relative youth. This is the
only variable that's inversely weighted
- meaning the younger, the better.
Note that this may not be the case for
all practice strategies and should be
cross-referenced with the percentage
of owner-occupied households. The
Median Age Pro�le breaks down the
entire population into segments. Pay
close attention to these breakdowns if
you specialize in a particular age group.

www.dentagraphics.com Page 6

Average Household Size

Median Age
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

DATA SUMMARY (continued)

Owner Occupied Households

State 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 5 Minutes

63.6%

44.2%
56.2%

66.0%

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

% Owner Occupied Households 66.0% 56.2% 44.2% 63.6%

Owner Occupied Households 299,983 9,970 4,005 1,332

Percentage of Owner Occupied
Households: As a measure of relative
commitment to an area. Normally, the
higher, the better. A lower percentage
indicates a higher percentage of
renters. Renters are typically less
committed to an area, and move more
frequently. Strong homeownership
rates combined with low population
growth, however, can present
challenges for start-ups due to limited
churn.

State

3.1%1.8%
95.1%

15 Minutes

2.0%2.3%
95.7%

10 Minutes

2.1%2.5%
95.4%

5 Minutes

1.9%0.5%
97.6%

  State 15 Mins 10 Mins 5 Mins

% English Speaking 95.1% 95.7% 95.4% 97.6%

% Spanish Speaking 1.8% 2.3% 2.5% 0.5%

% Other 3.1% 2.0% 2.1% 1.9%

English Speaking 962,339 35,926 17,441 4,260

Spanish Speaking 18,355 882 466 21

Other 31,489 739 369 85

Language Density: As a measure of
the relative density of those who are
native speaker of your selected
language. Should you speak a language
di�erent from English, you have a
competitive advantage servicing
customers who also speak that
language. As a cultural comparison as
well, this indicates potential
congruences or discrepancies between
your practice and the surrounding
demographics.

www.dentagraphics.com Page 7
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

5, 10 and 15 minute drive times

5 Minute Drive

Data Overview

Residents 4,594

Employees 2,245

Median Household Income $99,248

 

Average Household Size 2.08

Median Age 51.7

% Owner Occupied Households 63.6%

Growth 2010-2019 9.38%

% English Speaking 97.6%

10 Minute Drive

Data Overview

Residents 19,269

Employees 16,183

Median Household Income $64,228

 

Average Household Size 1.93

Median Age 41.7

% Owner Occupied Households 44.2%

Growth 2010-2019 9.01%

% English Speaking 95.4%

15 Minute Drive

Data Overview

Residents 39,785

Employees 20,854

Median Household Income $72,868

 

Average Household Size 2.14

Median Age 41.4

% Owner Occupied Households 56.2%

Growth 2010-2019 9.60%

% English Speaking 95.7%

www.dentagraphics.com Page 8
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

ESRI Tapestry Data (zip codes)

37%
This Zip Code

37%
The State

59601
Residents who've been to the dentist in the last year:

Who Lives in 59601   (from ESRI Tapestry Data)

Old and Newcomers (25.3%)
This market features singles' lifestyles, on a budget. The focus
is more on convenience than consumerism, economy over
acquisition. Old and Newcomers are neighborhoods in
transition, populated by renters who are just beginning their
careers or retiring. Some are still in college; some are taking
adult education classes. They support environmental causes
and Starbucks. Age is not always obvious from their choices.
In Style (22.2%)
These denizens embrace an urbane lifestyle that includes
support of the arts, travel and extensive reading. They are
connected and make full use of the advantages of mobile
devices. Professional couples or single households without
children, they have the time to focus on their homes and their
interests. The population is slightly older, and already planning
for their retirement.
Set to Impress (11.8%)
This segment is depicted by medium to large multi-unit
apartments with lower than average rents. These apartments
are often nestled into neighborhoods with other businesses or
single-family housing. Nearly one in three residents is 20 to 34
years old, and over half of the homes are nonfamily
households. Although many residents live alone, they preserve
close connections with their family. Income levels are low;
many work in food service while they are attending college.
This group is always looking for a deal. They are very conscious
of their image and seek to bolster their status with the latest
fashion. Set to Impress is tapped into popular culture and the
local music scene.
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

ESRI Tapestry Data (zip codes)

46%
This Zip Code

37%
The State

59636
Residents who've been to the dentist in the last year:

Who Lives in 59636   (from ESRI Tapestry Data)

Green Acres (100.0%)
This segment features country living and self reliance. Green
Acres are avid do-it-yourselfers, maintaining and remodeling
their homes, with all the necessary power tools to accomplish
the jobs. Gardening, especially vegetables, is also a priority,
again with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and riding mowers.
Outdoor living also features a variety of sports, hunting and
�shing, motorcycling, hiking and camping, and even golf. Self-
described conservatives, residents of Green Acres remain
pessimistic about the near future, yet heavily invested in it.
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

ESRI Tapestry Data (zip codes)

36%
This Zip Code

37%
The State

59635
Residents who've been to the dentist in the last year:

Who Lives in 59635   (from ESRI Tapestry Data)

Middleburg (49.5%)
This segment transformed from the easy pace of country living
to semirural subdivisions in the last decade, when the housing
boom reached out. Residents are conservative, family-oriented
consumers. Still more country than rock and roll, they are
thrifty, but willing to carry some debt and are already investing
in their futures. They rely on their smartphones and mobile
devices to stay in touch, and pride themselves on their
expertise. They prefer to buy, and travel, American. This market
is younger, but growing in size and asset.
Rustbelt Traditions (17.0%)
The backbone of older industrial cities in states surrounding
the Great Lakes, Rustbelt Traditions are a mix of married-
couple families and singles living in older developments of
single-family homes. While varied, the workforce is primarily
white collar, with a higher concentration of skilled workers in
manufacturing, retail trade and health care. Rustbelt Traditions
represent a large market of stable, hard-working consumers
with modest incomes, but above average net worth (Index
111). Family-oriented, they value time spent at home. Most
have lived, worked, and played in the same area for years.
Old and Newcomers (13.4%)
This market features singles' lifestyles, on a budget. The focus
is more on convenience than consumerism, economy over
acquisition. Old and Newcomers are neighborhoods in
transition, populated by renters who are just beginning their
careers or retiring. Some are still in college; some are taking
adult education classes. They support environmental causes
and Starbucks. Age is not always obvious from their choices.
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

ESRI Tapestry Data (zip codes)

41%
This Zip Code

37%
The State

59638
Residents who've been to the dentist in the last year:

Who Lives in 59638   (from ESRI Tapestry Data)

The Great Outdoors (88.1%)
These neighborhoods are found in pastoral settings
throughout the United States. Consumers are educated empty
nesters living an active, but modest lifestyle. Their focus is the
land: They are more likely to invest in real estate or a vacation
home than stocks. They are active gardeners and partial to
home-grown and home-cooked meals. Although retirement
beckons, most of these residents still work, with incomes
slightly above the US level.
Green Acres (11.9%)
This segment features country living and self reliance. Green
Acres are avid do-it-yourselfers, maintaining and remodeling
their homes, with all the necessary power tools to accomplish
the jobs. Gardening, especially vegetables, is also a priority,
again with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and riding mowers.
Outdoor living also features a variety of sports, hunting and
�shing, motorcycling, hiking and camping, and even golf. Self-
described conservatives, residents of Green Acres remain
pessimistic about the near future, yet heavily invested in it.
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2480 Tracy Drive
Helena,

ESRI Tapestry Data (zip codes)

48%
This Zip Code

37%
The State

59634
Residents who've been to the dentist in the last year:

Who Lives in 59634   (from ESRI Tapestry Data)

Savvy Suburbanites (79.8%)
These residents are well educated, well read, and well
capitalized. Families include empty nesters and empty nester
wannabes, who still have adult children at home. Located in
older neighborhoods outside the urban core, their suburban
lifestyle includes home remodeling and gardening plus the
active pursuit of sports and exercise.
Green Acres (10.1%)
This segment features country living and self reliance. Green
Acres are avid do-it-yourselfers, maintaining and remodeling
their homes, with all the necessary power tools to accomplish
the jobs. Gardening, especially vegetables, is also a priority,
again with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and riding mowers.
Outdoor living also features a variety of sports, hunting and
�shing, motorcycling, hiking and camping, and even golf. Self-
described conservatives, residents of Green Acres remain
pessimistic about the near future, yet heavily invested in it.
The Great Outdoors (10.0%)
These neighborhoods are found in pastoral settings
throughout the United States. Consumers are educated empty
nesters living an active, but modest lifestyle. Their focus is the
land: They are more likely to invest in real estate or a vacation
home than stocks. They are active gardeners and partial to
home-grown and home-cooked meals. Although retirement
beckons, most of these residents still work, with incomes
slightly above the US level.
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Valuation Background: 

The objective of this report is to provide an opinion of value for Dr. John J. Smith, DMD practice. 
The purpose and use of the valuation is in preparation for Dr. Ronald White, a dentist who will 
buy out completely the current owner. Brian Hanks, under the direction of Dr. White, has 
obtained information and background needed to complete this report. Brian does not have any 
present or future interest in the value of the practice, any personal relationship with the parties 
involved or any other interest or relationship which might bias the valuation assignment in any 
way. Brian’s compensation for completion of this report is not contingent upon any action or 
event resulting from the use of this report.  

 

Fair Market Value: 

According to IRS Rev. Rule 59-60, 1959-1 C.B. 237 the fair market value is defined as the price 
at which a property would change between a willing buyer and a willing seller when the former is 
not under any compulsion to buy and the latter is not under any compulsion to sell, with both 
parties having reasonable knowledge of the relevant fact.  

The fair market value of every professional practice is affected by various financial, economic, 
and geographic considerations. Ultimately, the fair market value will be determined by the 
marketplace and is subject to the forces of supply and demand.  

 

Considerations:  

To perform a proper report and opinion of the value of a professional practice, it was necessary 
to review, analyze and adjust relevant practice data for its most recent and prior years. This 
information was supplied by Dr. White. The following information was taken into consideration in 
determining a fair market value of the practice:  

• Historical financial information on the practice, including but not limited to expenses, 
earnings, accounts receivable, fee schedule, etc.  

• Assets and liabilities of the practice 
• The condition, type and amount of equipment, furniture, and supplies 
• Practice systems and management 
• Location of the practice 
• Economic factors affecting the practice 
• Status of office ownership and amount of available space 
• Type of practice 
• Status and history of staff and/or associates 

The following indicated assets are included in the opinion of value:  

• Clinical and office equipment 
• Furniture and fixtures 
• Instruments 
• Telephone Numbers 
• Patient records 
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• Owner goodwill 
• Work-in-progress, if applicable 

The following assets are not included in the appraisal:  

• Automobiles 
• Real estate 
• Cash on hand 
• Checking or savings account 
• Marketable securities 
• Accounts receivable 

 

Balance Sheet 

The balance sheet for a practice reflects the book value of the practice assets. Book value has 
little relevance for determining practice value since it does not include the anticipated remaining 
life and use of the assets or the future anticipated revenue stream based on relationships, 
referrals or reputation. In addition, supply inventories are not usually entered on the balance 
sheet, since they are expenses upon purchase.  

Moreover, since all the assets included in the sale of the dental practice are assumed to be sold 
“free and clear” of any liens, encumbrances, and liabilities, the liabilities, and owner equity 
portions of the balance sheet are of little relevance or use.  

To accurately reflect the fair market value of the practice, the values of the assets are adjusted 
to reflect their fair market value based on a combination of current market value as of the report 
date. 

 

Valuation Approaches:  

Several valuation methods are generally accepted among professional appraisers. Each 
method involves a different approach and possesses at least some element of subjectivity 
applied by the evaluator. As a general rule, most valuation methods can be classified into one of 
the following three categories:  

1. Asset Based 
2. Market Based 
3. Income Based 

Asset Based 

The asset based approach will not be used in this report.  

An asset-based approach to value consists of independently appraising the various assets of 
the practice being sold and then adding the individual values together to reach a total value. 
Dental practice assets can be classified into one of the following: 1) tangible personal property; 
2) intangible assets; 3) financial assets, and 4) tenant improvements.  
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The asset-based approach is particularly useful when applied to practices that may have an 
abnormally large investment in tangible property, such as dental equipment or to practices that 
may not be operating at a level of production commensurate with the level of dental assets it 
contains. Start-up practices (practices which have been in operation less than 3 to 5 years), or 
practices similar to a start-up often fall into this category and may be accurately valued using an 
asset-based approach.  

Market Based 

The market-based approach will be used in this report.  

The market based approach relies exclusively on the analysis of actual sales of comparable 
practices in the marketplace local to the subject practice. This method is most widely used and 
commonly known for real estate appraisals where the value is determined by comparing to 
similar assets recently bought and sold in an area.  

In market-based practice valuations, the subject practice is compared to other similar practices 
in the area which have recently sold. The appraiser determines whether, in their opinion, the 
subject practice is more or less desirable than recently sold comparable practices. The 
appraiser will consider such practice characteristics, assets and data as are listed above when 
making his determination. The value of the subject practice is then assigned by adjusting the 
average selling prices of the comparable properties either upward or downward depending on 
how the subject practice compares.  

The basis database to compare against is key to the accuracy of this method. Several sources of 
historical data can be gleaned from a few reputable sources, include: 1) The Institute of Business 
Appraiser; 2) Pratt’s Stats; and 3) the Goodwill Registry. However, given the nuances that often 
exist from one market to another, the appraiser has supplemented reputable sources with his own 
personal knowledge of more than 250 general and orthodontic dental practices listed for sale 
each year in this and similar markets. These sales are researched to provide the appropriate 
basis for comparison.  

Comparability in practices can be determined based upon calculations involving the gross and 
net incomes of practices that have sold in that area. The most popular and widely used tool for 
comparison is the price to revenue ratio. This ratio is derived by dividing the sales price by the 
practice’s most recent gross annual collections figures.  

Income based 

The income-based approach will be used in this report.  

Using an income-based approach to value a practice will focus primarily on the income stream of 
the practice, more specifically the net income stream after paying all normal and necessary 
operating expenses. Subjective measures are then applied to this approach to account for the 
forecasted earnings of the practice and the level of certainty around those forecasts.  

This approach assumes that the current operations and trends of the practice are indicative of its 
future operations. The method tends to reflect more the value of the assembled office and 
equipment, the availability and existence of trained employees, the existence of systems in the 
practice and the patient and referral base.  
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The capitalized earning method is considered by many appraisers to be the most reliable method 
of valuing professional practices. The results of this method help demonstrate the feasibility of a 
potential buyer to pay the fair market value and still be able to retire the debt in a reasonable 
period while drawing a reasonable salary.  

After a weighted average of the earnings is determined, the capitalization method involves 
dividing the average by a capitalization rate. The capitalization rate can be compared to the rate 
of return a purchaser might expect from purchasing the practice and is determined by the 
appraiser based on their analysis of comparable investment opportunities and relevant risk factors 
associated with the practice.  
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Merging of Approaches:  

Because different methodologies yield different results and are in some way affected by 
subjectivity a blending of the methodologies used typically leads to a result that accounts for the 
various strengths of each method.  

In this case, both methods are weighted equally. The market-based approach takes into 
consideration other practices sold and only takes top line revenue into account. The income-
based approach considers the profitability of the practice, and thus the take-home pay of the 
owners of the business, the presumed reason to own the business. Both approaches take into 
consideration the size, location, regional competitors, talent availability, management skill of 
current owners, etc..  

 

This puts the total opinion of value at $513,014. 

 

So…how does this number compare to other practices sold? 
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Estimate of Income as Full Owner 

Below are TWO methods to estimate take-home income as a full owner of this dental practice.  

The first looks at the most recent years’ data to estimate income. This view is useful because a practice’s 
most recent expenses are the most likely to be accurate. This is especially true for some of the larger 
expenses like staff and rent.  

The second looks at an average of all years’ data that we have access to. This view is useful because it 
smooths out one-time expenses (or skipped expenses, like repairs) that might skew one year’s data up or 
down.  

Use both numbers to orient yourself around a projection and get a feel for how the numbers might shake 
out when you take over and are running the practice yourself.  

Please note that the numbers below are not in any way a guarantee of income. These numbers are 
assumptions piled on top of other assumptions. They will almost certainly be NOT correct. However, as 
they are the best information, we have we use them for illustration purposes. These numbers, although it 
represents your take-home pay, is not a salary. Your compensation as the owner is the "income," 
whatever is left over after paying the overhead expenses and debt service of the practice. 

 

Assumes the Following: 

• Offer price of $560,000 
• Interest rate of 4.75% fixed 
• 10-year fixed payment 
• Add $50k for working capital 
• Life and Disability insurance rates an estimate only 
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